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In 2014 Company Drinks started with the simple 
suggestion to go picking again. 

“Going picking” is a well known term to everyone 
who grew up in east London mid last century 
and it stands for the annual mass exodus of 
families – mainly women and children – to  
Kent to make some extra money from fruit and 
hop picking.

A lot has changed since these hopping days. 
The geographies and demographics of east 
London have shifted dramatically, resulting in 
less clear divisions between city and countryside 
and a much more diverse population.  Fruit 
and hops are still grown in Kent but are either 
machine picked or harvested by seasonal 
workers who now predominantly come from 
Eastern Europe.

The invitation to go picking again is as much 
a reflection of the past and the immense 
popularity of hop-picking, as it is a reflection 
on local resources and identities, cultural 
traditions, the value of labour and new collective 
possibilities. Going picking is also a practical 
task to understand and make use of what grows 
in the places where we live today.

In its first four years Company Drinks has been 
nomadic, which seemed the best way to get to 
know our home turf, the London Borough of 
Barking and Dagenham. Not having a building 
has meant we have spent our time exploring 
spaces and places, making connections, 
meeting groups, organsations and individuals. 

Our drinks workshops, meetings, socials 
and picking trips would take place across 
the borough, slowly setting up an informal 
infrastructure and network of partners and 
spaces where we could reminisce, pick, make, 
brand and trade.

In September 2017 we move into our first 
permanent home, the former Outdoor Bowls 
Pavilion in Barking Park, which is perfect 
for what we do in terms of location, size and 
functionality. A successful crowdfunding 
campaign in July 2017 allowed us to do a basic 
refurbishment of the pavilion, set up a small 
tea kitchen and a larger community production 
workshop, and to bring the function room back 
into use. The large and perfectly flat outdoor 
space is calling for community events, and we 
will also be planting fruit along the boarders.

Over the next few years the pavilion will develop 
into an informal communal space for all ages, 
a well-equipped collective production site 
for our juices and cordials, a space for hire 
and collaborations, a training and education 
facility for young people and families, and an 
action research centre with a focus on art’s 
role in setting up and understanding diverse 
economies.

Come and visit us in Barking Park and keep 
enjoying our drinks!
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INgreDIeNts: Carbonated Water, English Beet 
Sugar, Japanese Knowtweed, Lemon Juice

JAPANese 
KNOtWeeD sODA
Suspicions and reservations are high whenever we mention, 
pick or consume Japanese knotweed. 

Around 1850 a specimen from this plant was added to 
the Royal Botanic Gardens in Kew. Back then gardeners 
favoured it because it looked like bamboo and grew 
everywhere. However it’s the rhyzomatic root system and its 
strong growth that can damage concrete foundations, roads 
and whole buildings which earned Japanese Knotweed 
the label “invasive plant”. It is mainly dispersed by moving 
untested soil from and to construction sites.

Yes, there is a severe prison sentence for spreading the 
plant. Yes, it is almost impossible to get a mortgage for a 
house if Japanese knotweed grows in the garden.

No, it’s not toxic (unless treated by glyphosate) and is 
perfectly edible and usable in drinks, with a flavour similar 
to rhubarb.

We cut our Japanese Knotweed from March onwards in 
Eastbrookend Country Park, and together with the Park 
Rangers in charge we have carefully identified the spot 
where we can pick.

KIDs...

HAmmers...

Birch Sap is the first drink of the season, and it is more 
about tapping than making. We are working with St 
Margaret’s CE Primary School, which happens to have a 
row of well-established birch trees in front of the school 
gates in Barking Centre.

The procedure is simple: drill a hole, wait for the sap.
The reaction is more complicated: ranging from sheer 
disbelief to extreme excitement. Catching a drop of sap with 
your tongue is suddenly the “most funnest” thing to do.
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INgreDIeNts: Birch Sap



INgreDIeNts: Strawberry, 

English Beet Sugar, Water

INgreDIeNts: Carbonated Water, Blackcurrant, 
English Beet Sugar, Lemon

strAWBerrYADe 
The Centre for Contemporary Art (CCA) Glasgow invited 
Kathrin from our team to talk about Company Drinks 
as part of their Intentions in Action series. Connections 
were made with artist-run, Glasgow based, community 
drinks enterprise; Bottle of Ginger. Together we ran a few 
workshops in community centres across the East End of 
Glasgow, and it turns out, that east Glasgow has a very 
similar picking history to east London, but instead of picking 
hops it was strawberries.

We decided to make a twinned drink and produce the 
#superlocal cup to measure your localness in both places.

In the first week of July 2017 two groups with 400 miles 
between them, went picking. The group from east London 
went to Maynards Farm in Ticehurst, Kent, England, and a 
group from the East End in Glasgow went to East Yonderton 
Farm, Renfrew, Scotland. The picks of the day make two 
strawberry drinks, united and divided by flavour, boarders 
and preferences.

With support from the CCA Glasgow and 
Goethe-Institut Glasgow

Each year the blackcurrants for our soda and cordial 
are gleaned from farms in Kent or Essex who have a 
contract with Ribena to grow for their popular drinks.

During the Second World War fruits rich in vitamin 
C like oranges became almost impossible to obtain 
in the UK. The government encouraged blackcurrant 
cultivation, and the yield of the nation’s crop increased 
significantly. From 1942, almost the entire British 
blackcurrant crop was made into blackcurrant syrup, 
and distributed to the nation’s children for free without 
the Ribena brand name attached, giving rise to the 
lasting popularity of blackcurrant flavourings in Britain.

Our 2017 crop is from Maynards Farm in Ticehurst, 
Kent, and Caroline Zeevat from Rotterdam deserves 
a special thanks for her support of our Kickstarter 
campaign.

Ribena is an English origin brand now owned by the 
Japanese multinational Suntory.
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Molecular Fizz is a bespoke drinks making programme 
for young people in the borough, harnessing local 
ingredients and exercising local taste buds. 

The hands-on workshop programme consists of 
four steps:

1. Understanding Fizzy Drinks
2. Understanding Local Resources and a 

Picking Trip
3. Recipe Development and Drinks Production 
4. Branding and Public Promotion 

From summer 2016 to summer 2017, Company 
Drinks worked with hundreds of young people across 
primary schools, youth clubs, training colleges and 
learning centres, and the results are two new finalist 
flavours: 

rAPPle FIzz (apple and rosehip) and 
elDer tWIst (Elderflower and raspberry).

With special thanks to food technologist Rachel Edwards Stuart, 
Barking Technical Skills Academy – Catering and ESOL students, 
Northbury Primary Year 4 pupils and Square Root Soda.

The Molecular Fizz Programme has received a Wellcome Trust 
People Award.

From lab work to field work. Once a month Company Drinks 
organises a trip to gardens and growing spaces across 
London. Some focus on medicine, some on community, some 
on food production, and there is always something to pick.

Our new London Urban Herbal therefore contains herbs 
from a range of gardens we have visited in the past, including 
Growing Communities Dagenham Farm, Eastbrookend 
Country Park, Valence House Garden, Stepney City Farm, 
Royal College of Physicians Gardens, King’s Cross Skip 
Garden, Castle Climbing Centre Garden, Dalston Eastern 
Curve Garden, BetHNAl greeN NAture reserve 
(PHYtOlOgY) () and Tower Hamlets Cemetery Park.

The first round of London Urban Herbal was created in 
partnership with the Museum of London for the 2017 
‘City Now City Future’ Programme.

INgreDIeNts: Carbonated Water, English Beet Root 
Sugar, Rosemary, Sage, Melissa, English Lavender, 
Wild Marjoram

lONDON urBAN HerBAl 

Classified: deliCious

Rapple fizz and 
eldeR TwisT



HOPs
HOPs
HOPs
HOPs
HOPs

greeN HOP Beer greeN HOP tONIC

INgreDIeNts: Carbonated Water, English Beet Sugar, 
Lemon, Green Hops, Wormwood

‘Progress’ hop is a higher alpha English hop developed 
in the 1960s as a replacement for ‘Fuggle’. Barking and 
Dagenham residents, former hop-pickers and Company 
Drinks Kickstarter supporters handpicked the hops used in 
this tonic during our annual Hopping Trip to Little Scotney 
Farm, Lamberhust, Kent on 08 September 2017.

Each year The Kernel Brewery makes 1000 litres of a 
special edition Table Beer for Company Drinks, low in 
alcohol and full of green hop flavour.

Mark Watson, from Valence House, once explained during 
one of our monthly Hopping Afternoons that “tea is the 
enemy of the farmer”; they preferred their harvest labourers 
to have a weak beer instead of spending precious time 
boiling water, brewing tea and sipping a cuppa.

The cider is made from gleaned apples from Kent and has 
been maturing in an oak barrel since October 2016. The 
elderflower was picked by Company Drinks regulars on a 
sunny afternoon in May 2017 in Dagenham.

With thanks to the Gleaning Network and Community Food 
Enterprise.

CONtAINs: Apples from Kent, Elderflower from Barking 
and Dagenham, English Beet Sugar, Citric Acid, CO2

COrDIAls
WItH elDerFlOWer
IDer

rosemary

Japanese 
Knotweed

Flowering 
Currant

elderflower

50ml and 500ml
FlAvOurs:

Blackcurrant 
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Our new base will be as multi-functional as our drinks are 
multi-picked and multi-flavoured. The size and location of the 
pavilion are perfect for what we are planning to do in the next 
few years.

The existing club room can host public and social events for 
up to 80 people, and we have a small tea kitchen to cater for 
in-house events.

The training and production kitchen is set up to continue 
with our Molecular Fizz training programme, host groups of 
up to 20 for specialist workshops, experiment with brewing 
and cordial making, develop new drinks and flavours and be 
used by other groups and organisations who need a kitchen.

We can finally store all our drinks in one place and will have 
regular opening hours to purchase them directly from us 
and to deliver any surplus fruit from your garden.

The green outdoor space, the former bowling area, is 
perfectly flat and suitable for public and private events, 
and the whole area is fenced in which makes it a very 
safe and family friendly venue. We would like to plant low 
maintenance fruit along the boarders, maybe have some 
hops and grapes and we’ll have a small area for growing 
specialist herbs. Otherwise our motto “go picking” remains, 
and we’ll be out and about in the borough to harvest what 
grows locally.

Company Drinks started as an art project, and has strong 
local, national and international cultural links and ambitions. 
From spring 2018 onwards we will be running a regular 
art-led action research programme with a focus on art and 
economy and community economies. 

The building is not perfect yet, and we’ll adapt is as we use 
it. We still need to fundraise to upgrade the heating system, 
buy additional equipment and get the outdoors ready for 
growing.

Please get in contact if you want to use the pavilion or have 
ideas for how to use it. Company Drinks is community-
led and we’re open to suggestions, proposals and 
collaborations.

For opening times and upcoming events at the pavilion 
visit our website: companydrinks.info

eveNts
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A special thank you goes to:Company Drinks produces its drinks range through a 
broad public programme of activities across the London 
Borough of Barking and Dagenham. The range of drinks 
varies from year to year as new recipes, crops and ideas 
enter the project as it grows.

Company Drinks is an art project in the shape of a 
community drinks enterprise, set up in 2014 by Kathrin 
Böhm from the artist group Myvillages as Company: 
Movements, Deals and Drinks. In 2015 Company 
Drinks was registered as a Community Interest 
Company. Company Drinks is today run by four part-
time staff and a network of volunteers and regulars.

Company No. 9651238

We sell our drinks directly and run fully staffed bars for 
special events.

Please contact us for prices or if you would like 
Company Drinks to provide our beverages for a  
special event.

The 2017 programme has been supported by

CONtACtABOut DrINKs AND sAles

www.companydrinks.info

suPPOrt

Valence House Visitor Centre for hosting our 
monthly Hopping Afternoons.
Park Centre for providing office space for the last 
three years.
Dagenham and Barking Library for always saying 
yes when we have ideas for workshops.
Eastbrookend Country Park, Park Rangers.
The farmers who let us pick, in particular Ian Strang 
at Little Finchcock Farm, and Growing Communities 
at Dagenham Farm.
To all our regular volunteers and occasional pickers.
To Square Root Soda and Kernel Brewery.
To the curators and galleries who make space for 
Company Drinks in the art world.
To everyone who contributed to our Kickstarter 
Campaign.
To everyone who made the launch of our new 
home a success and contributed with local stories, 
produce and goods.

–

–

–

–
–

–
–
–

–

–

Project Team: 
Kathrin Böhm, Cam Jarvis, Pip Field, Oribi Davies 
and Tracky Crombie

Company Drinks Home
Outdoor Bowls Pavilion
(off Longbridge Road)
Barking Park
Essex IG11 8TA

The pavilion is a 7 min walk from Barking Station 
(District Line, C2c train line).
A public car park (first hour for free) is right next to it.

contact@companydrinks.info
0044 7784 461 277

@goingpickingbrand10 brand16



BAD Cola is a community product 
developed by Company Drinks. 
The drink was mixed during 
workshops with children and 
young adults at Dagenham Library 
and Studio 3 Arts in Barking.

This cola flavour was created by 
Cube-Cola from an open-source 
recipe engineered from the 
original Coke recipe & released 
under the GNU General Public 
License. cube-cola.org.

Refrigerate before consumption 
(otherwise bad).

BArKINg AND 
DAgeNHAm COlA

gOOD BAD,
NOt BAD BAD

INgreDIeNts: Carbonated 
Water, Sugar, Caramel Colour 
E150d, Citric Acid, Gum Arabic, 
Caffeine, Essential oils: Orange, 
Lime, Lemon, Nutmeg, Cassia, 
Coriander, Lavender.


